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Greenfish Relief Map Generator is an application that allows you to create maps with randomly scattered settlements or villages. The interface is very simple and intuitive, providing all the functions you need for a quick and effective work. In a matter of seconds you can design an attractive map that can be used for your games, websites, document presentations or personal projects. Greenfish Relief Map Generator Requirements: Greenfish Relief
Map Generator is a Windows application. The following versions of Windows are supported: Windows 98 and later versions. Microsoft Windows 2000 and later versions. No other Microsoft components are required. Structure: 1.exe 1.msi Features: Generate map of any number of random islands or settlements. Add and remove the number of islands. Modify geographical features: depth of sea, land borders and land (hill, mountain, plain). Enable or
disable relief. Generate the map in two or three minutes. Store the settings in the file for further use. Maintain full transparency. Compatibility: Greenfish Relief Map Generator can be run on the following operating systems: Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/2003/Vista/7. We tested the application and it was working perfectly for us. Greenfish Relief Map Generator Download: Greenfish Relief Map Generator is a freeware tool. You can download it from
its official website or our website. If you wish to check our download links, the download counter of FileHippo.com is given below. Download Greenfish Relief Map Generator Greenfish Relief Map Generator downloads Info: The filesize of Greenfish Relief Map Generator is 1.9 MB. Find more like this on FileHippo.com: Islands Land Creator 3.1.1 Here you will be able to build your islands and surround them with land. You will be able to resize
and move your creations or alter their aspect ratio, if needed. Features: ✪ Built-in terrain generator ✪ Built-in water generator ✪ Built-in... Islands Land Creator 3.0.8 Here you will be able to build your islands and surround them with land. You will be able to resize and move your creations or alter their aspect ratio, if needed. Features: ✪ Built-in terrain generator ✪ Built-in water generator ✪ Built-in... Greenfish Relief Map Generator downloads
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Advanced and easy to use relief map generating tool with many customizable options, both built-in and user customizable. The generated map can then be saved as a bmp file. The tool can create random, iconic relief map for a selected area on the map. Relief map generator is just what the name indicates, a relief map generator. Although initially the tool is in its beta phase, we were satisfied with the quality of the maps and functionality of the tool.
Supported formats - The utility supports generating maps in.BMP format, so you can save and view the map. The map can be generated in the selected area or in a certain coordinate of the map. Customizable - The main window of the utility features an editor where you can customize the settings of the tool to suit your needs. You can specify the selected area and what type of relief map you want to generate. You can also enter the relief unit radius,
the amount of water and the average relief unit length to be generated. Generated maps are printed with high quality scaling, color palette and anti-aliasing. Built-in options - Each of the features of the utility has its default settings, which can be the basis for generating relief maps. With the addition of each feature, the tool has new settings, which can be used to customize the appearance of the relief map. We have noticed that the default settings of
the tool are not the best for the majority of users. The tool would also be much better if the ability to assign a custom shortcut key would be given to users. The default key shortcuts does not allow you to generate the relief maps with ease. Overall, the built-in settings are not very helpful for this tool. Built-in features -The utility also has several built-in features that can be used to generate relief maps. The most useful feature is the built-in sea depth
map maker, which allows you to choose from a list of colorful sea depths and enter the coordinates of the selected area. Thus, you can get a view of the localities where you can find the minimum and maximum sea depths. Google Map preview - You can save a particular portion of the generated map as a png image and view it in a Google Map or HTML preview window. This feature was the first feature in Greenfish Relief Map Generator that we

liked a lot. Built-in map map maker - The built-in map map maker is very useful for saving relief maps in different formats, including. 09e8f5149f
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* A simple and lightweight map generator to create quick relief maps * Pre-defined defaults * Support for importing plain text files containing a list of town names * Four output formats: BMP, PNG, GIF and PSD images * Automatic image map update * Plausible looking results with parameters to sample * A compact and flexible interface * Robust and fast application * Cross-Platform: Windows, Linux, Mac OSX Greenfish Relief Map
Generator is a lightweight and portable application that gives you the possibility of creating images which look like real relief maps, containing random settlements names and relief units. It can be easily handled by all types of users, regardless of their level of experience. Since installation is not a prerequisite, you can just drop the executable file anywhere on the hard drive and run it immediately. Otherwise, Greenfish Relief Map Generator can be
moved to a USB flash drive or similar storage unit, from where you can run it on any workstation with minimum effort. What's important to mention is that the Windows Registry section does not get entry updates, and files are not left behind on the hard drive after removing the app. The interface of the utility consists of a single window with two tabs where you can set the map parameters and customize the style. The image map can be previewed
on the bottom part of the screen, and you can enable an option to automatically refresh it whenever you make changes. Therefore, you can select the map size, random seed number, relief diversity, amount of water and of towns, as well as insert a plain text document containing a town database, in order to scatter locations all over the map. As far as style goes, you can select a color for the minimum and maximum sea depth, plains, hills, mountains,
land borders, map frame, grid and town names, as well as establish the grid size, amount of shadows, town mark and name size. These parameters can be listed as an image caption. All of these settings can be saved to file for further projects. Once your work is done, you can save the generated map as a Bitmap file (BMP format), by selecting the target folder and file name. Greenfish Relief Map Generator is very light on the system resources,
requiring a minimal quantity of CPU and memory. It has a good response time and works well, without causing the OS to hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. We have not come across any issues throughout our evaluation. Too bad

What's New In?

Greenfish Relief Map Generator is a lightweight and portable application that gives you the possibility of creating images which look like real relief maps, containing random settlements names and relief units. It can be easily handled by all types of users, regardless of their level of experience. Since installation is not a prerequisite, you can just drop the executable file anywhere on the hard drive and run it immediately. Otherwise, Greenfish Relief
Map Generator can be moved to a USB flash drive or similar storage unit, from where you can run it on any workstation with minimum effort. What's important to mention is that the Windows Registry section does not get entry updates, and files are not left behind on the hard drive after removing the app. The interface of the utility consists of a single window with two tabs where you can set the map parameters and customize the style. The image
map can be previewed on the bottom part of the screen, and you can enable an option to automatically refresh it whenever you make changes. Therefore, you can select the map size, random seed number, relief diversity, amount of water and of towns, as well as insert a plain text document containing a town database, in order to scatter locations all over the map. As far as style goes, you can select a color for the minimum and maximum sea depth,
plains, hills, mountains, land borders, map frame, grid and town names, as well as establish the grid size, amount of shadows, town mark and name size. These parameters can be listed as an image caption. All of these settings can be saved to file for further projects. Once your work is done, you can save the generated map as a Bitmap file (BMP format), by selecting the target folder and file name. Greenfish Relief Map Generator is very light on the
system resources, requiring a minimal quantity of CPU and memory. It has a good response time and works well, without causing the OS to hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. We have not come across any issues throughout our evaluation. Too bad that Greenfish Relief Map Generator has not been updated for a while. Free Download Greenfish Relief Map Generator from Software Informer. Download file size: 6.8 MB.
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System Requirements For Greenfish Relief Map Generator:

* Laptop or computer with internet connection and email client (all standards are supported.) * A 2.4 GHz PC (processor and RAM) with an Intel i386 processor and 384MB of RAM or more. * A DVD or Blue Ray disc drive for the demo disc. * Windows 98SE, 2000, or Windows XP or Windows Vista with DirectX9.0c or DirectX9.0c compatible video card. * Internet Explorer 7 or Firefox 1.5 or newer or Netscape 8 or newer. * OpenGL 1.3
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